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Enslaved Earthling Monica just wants to get through another day without being punished by her
alien masters. When the warlord Javintore comes to visit Monica is tricked into helping with an
assassination plot. Now she could face execution for her alleged crime. Javintore decides to claim
Monica rather than have her killed. Heâ€™s intrigued by this pretty human slave who dared to try
and kill a Hax-Rah warlord.Monica fears sheâ€™s gone from a bad situation to a worse one.
Hax-Rah warlords are notorious, and sheâ€™s already gotten on Javintore's bad side. By the author
of Indentured Bride!
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Decent enough story..the characters were good, it was interesting enough for a quick read. My only
complaint was it just stops at the end, you don't really get what happens after they run..what
happens with the bad guy? Do they get cleared or are they on the run?...

Javintore has one check of a day when he first encounters Monica, and something tells him she
could tell him something useful, but is an Overlord torturing her really the best way to get that

information.The world building, and the concept of warriors being considered defective because of a
personality trait, are just two aspects of the quick reads in this Universe that keeps me coming back
for more.

â€¨This it the 3rd kind of book Iâ€™ve read like this from the author and they just seem to keep
getting better. This time we really got to know our heroine and feel what she was going through. The
alien hunk was really her prince and I loved how they connected through their two situations. The
story managed to give you everything you need in a very compressed package. Great nighttime
read, and yes, VERY sexy.

I liked the plot. This alien was sweet and gets a sweet girl. Some sentences seemed like a word
was missing. The alien says that he was only able to get a woman by having a slave yet the word
bride was mentioned later. I didn't understand how that changed.The story ends at 88% with
promos to fill the rest. Mature sexual content.

This was a sweet book. It was just the right length for me to read the entire story before going to
sleep. The characters were interesting and likeable. The story keep me entertained from beginning
to end. I will be looking for more reads by this author.

This is the first book in the series I have read and I thoroughly enjoyed it. The author does an
excellent job of drawing you into the story and keeping your attention. It was a delightful short story
romance that brought a smile to my face as it ended.

I anxiously await new books from this author. You never know what environment the story will be set
in or the nature of the characters but you know you'll be taken on a wonderful journey. Loved this
story.

Oh how I love this authors work! This was a great short read. I wish with these books that they were
longer with more of a what happened after and with this short read she gave just enough to sate my
appetite.
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